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FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITIES

23 September
AGM, followed by a
talk on the Nature of
the Malverns by
Dudley Brook, Malvern
Hills Conservator.
Village Hall, 7 pm.

18 November
Talk on the Buildings
of Worcestershire by
Shona Robson-Glyde,
County Historic
Buildings Officer.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

27 January 2006
Talk on Reading a
Worcestershire Church
by author Tim Bridges.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

31 March 2006
Talk on the Malvern
Hill Forts by Deborah
Overton,County
Historic Environment
Records Officer; to be
followed in June by a
conducted tour of the
sites.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

In his slide-based talk to the
Society on how the countryside
developed from mid-Victorian
times to the end of World War
II, County Museum Officer
Robin Hill drew on some of the
photographic evidence that has
been accumulated by the
county museum at Hartlebury
Castle. 

He began by contrasting an
idealised painting of country life
in which an MP posed next to the
latest plough, with a photograph
of farm labourers carrying
scythes, pointing out that a
quarter of the adult population in
mid-19th century England was
employed in farming. Pictures of
itinerant Irish gangs of potato
planters, known as moaners in
Hereford, and female fruit pickers
supplying damsons to the
Lancashire cotton trade for dye
were followed by portraits of
traditional farm workers,
including milkmaids, a rat and
mole catcher, a waggoner,
gamekeepers and a grower of
giant mangle-wurzles.

Many photographs showed the
local craftsmen on whom farming
depended: farrier, blacksmith,
wheelwright, thatcher and clog-
maker. A portrait of two old farm
workers in 1880 showed them in
their Sunday best – he in a
smock with additional collars to
disperse the rain and leather
gaiters; she in bonnet and
pinafore to protect her woollen
skirt.

Most jobs made use of the
horse for ploughing, planting and
pulling hay wagons; one photo
showed a team of seven horses
dragging timber across the
Severn. Occasionally a horse
and an ox would be used in
tandem. But by World War I
tractors had been introduced and
during both wars the women’s
land army helped take the place
of men at the front. 

Robin Hill’s talk released a
flood of family memories from the
audience. One remembered his
grandfather talking about how
hard farming was in the 1920s
and 30s when the emphasis was
on manufacturing; another said his
father had been thrashed for not
catching blackbirds to supplement
the family’s meagre diet. Joanna
Atkinson still has the yoke her
grandmother used to wear to carry
milk. Peter Ewence’s family were
blacksmiths and his great-
grandfather was one of the first to
buy a steam engine, renting it out
to neighbouring farms for
threshing. Barry Duke said his
great-grandparents emigrated to
South Africa from Yorkshire, taking
their farming skills with them.
Elspeth Longmore  remembered
her husband employing two
German prisoners of war on their
farm. In the 19th and beginning of
the 20th century farm workers
were lucky not to end their days in
the workhouse, which came to an
end only in 1947 with the passing
of the Social Security Act.                
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The HER holds a copy of
the 1797 Hanley Castle
enclosure map and can
provide a digitised high-
definition printout of the first
detailed map of the villages
published by the Ordinance
Survey in 1886, as well as
those of 1904 and 1927. 

RECORDING THE
ENVIRONMENT 

A visit to the Historic
Environment Record (HER)
at University College
Worcester reveals some 60
sites in the Hanleys where
medieval pottery or other
finds have been recorded.
Its database of all known
archaeological sites in the
county can be searched
according to the type of site
or period. 

In the library are two
boxes of Hanley records
that include a graph roll of
baptisms and burials in the
parish, together with the
estimated population from
1540 (700) to 1820 (1424).

It would like to hear
about any excavations in
the Hanleys that might
reveal interesting objects
and is always pleased to
record pottery that people
find in their gardens. 

It is also keen to enlarge
its buildings record. One
particular house in the
parish that it would like to
identify is an early 17th
century timber framed and
whitened brick cottage with
two dormers that was
known as Kantara; also a
glebe cottage to its rear. 

If anyone knows where
these buildings are or were,
please contact the
Secretary, or Deborah
Overton on 01905 855494.

A MEDIEVAL ENCAUSTIC TILE
– episode two

In the Summer 2004 edition of Hanley
Matters I invited members to offer
solutions to the puzzle of a medieval tile
design. The tile  fragment had been found
in a member's garden close to St Mary's
Church. The most likely clues so far are
contained in A G Vince's The Medieval
Ceramics Industry of the Severn Valley
(1984), ch. 3. This is available on www.

postex.demon.co.uk/thesis/ch3/ch3.htm for those
who would like to explore further.

Our tile is likely to have been 205 mm
square and Alan Vince comments: "Ten
designs can be recognised on tiles of this
size but most are represented only by
small fragments. It appears that the
stamps (used to impress the designs) were
cut at Malvern Chase. One of the designs
is loosely based on a Great Malvern
design (made close to Great Malvern
Priory). Two others are diagonally set
shields bearing in one case the arms of St
Peter and St Paul and in the other the
arms of Malmesbury Abbey, probable date
1436-1456. Three tiles are from four tile
patterns with a design of twisted stalks. In
one case the centre of the pattern is
composed of a chained bear climbing a
tree trunk. All these designs have
similarities and are probably the work of
one craftsman. The use of Great Malvern

motifs must date the series to the 1450s or
later."

The accompanying drawing is my
suggestion of the appearance of this group
of tiles, although it is likely that several
different shield designs would have been
grouped together in the overall floor layout.
We are left wondering where the workshop
and kiln may have been that produced these
tiles. Possibly in your garden! If you find
fragments of medieval tile while weeding, I
would very much like to hear from you.

Meantime I will keep you posted. Watch
out for episode three. 

Peter Ewence

DISPLAY AT ST MARY’S

A display cabinet and wall

case was installed in St

Mary’s church in May. It

contains maps, plans and

descriptions of the dowsing

surveys at the church and

castle. A map of the parish

indicates the principal

pottery-making areas, with

examples of kiln waste.


